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contributes new information such as the kinds I have mentioned, I  
would add it to my collection. If not, it would, along with all  
the other hopeless cases, be irrecoverably destroyed." 

*    *    *    * 

Q.E.II COMMEMORATIVES PERFINED   Alastair Walter. 

Alastair has made a list of all the perfin dies used on  
these commemoratives - at least all those reported. They are not  
on his computer as yet but his handwritten list runs to 4 sides of  
A4. If anyone wants a copy of this information, send a S.A.E. to  
Alastair, plus a mint 2nd class stamp to cover photocopying costs,  
to 19 Priory Close, Congleton, Cheshire CW12 3JL. Remember too  
that if you have commemoratives with perfin which are still  
unrecorded please let Alastair know. 

*     *    *    * 
1993 NETHERLANDS XMAS STAMPS  Bulletin 275/22-23: 276/8-9. 

Reprinted from "The South Pacific Perfin Bulletin" No.33  
October 1995.  JOHN MATHEWS writes:- 

"After the previous articles brought no response from other  
readers about the "snowflakes" on the 1993 Christmas mini-sheet  
stamps produced by The Netherlands, I decided to write to the  
authorities' in' The Netherlands and received the following reply  
from PTT POST FILATELiE in Haarlem:- 

"With reference to your letter of 5 August 1995, I would like to 
provide you with some background information about the 1993 Xmas 
stamps. " PTT Post ordered the designer to create 'cheerful'  
December stamps. He worked this feature into the design in  
three ways. 

First of all, cheerfulness is reflected in the image, the cheery  
colours, the atmosphere associated with festivities & fireworks,  
and the hands of the clock which ring in the new year. In the  
second place, the shape added a festive character to the stamp - 
it was the first time in The Netherlands that a stamp had this  
shape, which provided the stamp with a special feature. 

The third aspect concerned the pattern of holes. The underlying  
idea was to make the stamp appear more playful. By putting  
holes in the stamps, the colour of the envelope becomes part of  
the stamp.   During the holiday season, envelopes of different 
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colours are used to send Christmas cards and New Year greetings,  
so the stamps take on a range of additional colours. The  
purpose of the holes was to contribute to the festive character  
of the stamps."" 

(Ed:- and we had been looking for deep and significant meaning  
when the answer was so simple!) 

*     *     *      *     * 
GREGORY, ROWCLIFFE & CO  Bulletin 278 Pg.18-19.  
From JOHN NELSON. 

"I have spent some time having a close look at my Gregory 
Rowcliffe etc. perfins after reading the Dave Hill/Rosemary Smith  
article. I have never heard that country solicitors were not  
allowed to set up practice in London. The reason why they appoint  
London agents is so that they do not need to give up the time and  
have the expense of coming up to London whenever they are required  
to appear at preliminary Court proceedings or to carry out  
completions of property sales and other routine work. 

"Solicitors always stored their correspondence and papers  
for as long as they could but with the closing down and amalgam- 
ation of small practices and the increased cost of storage space  
there has more recently been a tendency to clear these papers out  
and for the covers to find their way on to the stamp market. A  
good case in point is the firm of Greg & Procter of Kirby  
Lonsdale who used Gregory Rowcliffe as London agents and to whom 
quite a lot of the London firm's perfin covers now in the hands of 
collectors were addressed. 

"I can contribute the following additional dates to those in  
the article but these are just on stamps and not covers:  

G0970.05 -   30-11-94  
G1005.01 -  13-07-87 
G4290.01 -     2-10-64  (3d Forth Road Bridge with 2 strikes)  
R1060.01 - 15-11-87 
"In the mid 1960's I contacted Gregory Rowcliffe about their 

perforating press but they were very secretive. All I was  
able to get out of them was that it was very old, was round in  
shape and was operated by pressing a large circular knob at the  
end of a handle.  I asked if I might be allowed to call in and




